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Wordcloud poll

What is your business? 0 4 9
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Rating poll

How valuable was this overview? 0 4 2

Score: 4.3
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Multiple-choice poll

Have you visited the TP more or less the last
year?

0 4 6

Yes, a lot more!
50 %

Same as usual
43 %

No. I've used it less
0 %

What's the TP?
2 %

I've switched to pulling data via APIs instead of visiting the GUI
4 %



Wordcloud poll

What improvements would you like to see on
the TP?

0 2 4

planned maintenance
program

simplify getting flow data between
countries

point
informations about tariff

points pageeasier
zoneyour're welcome

work maintenance plan

together

switch



Open text poll

Main takeaway from today's workshop
(1/2)

0 1 4

Good presentation, more dedicated

workshops on the TP could be

useful

Congratulations on a very good and

balanced workshop! It would have

been nice to hear more about the

ENTSOG views on EC proposal for

amendments to REMIT, but as it was

published yesterday a bit tight

timeframe

Nice overview, Anton‘s presentation

gave the audience a practical use of

transparency data. Thank you

A lot of new Input to think about

Very interesting to see so many

different participants, good

overview

Quite useful overview, more

operative demonstrations could be

even more useful

Very interesting overview

Improvements to the TP still

ongoing, which is good

Very good overview of the usage of

the TP Platform and the Dashboard,

as well as the encouragement to ask

questions - Thank you!

Connection moment with TSOs and

MPs



Open text poll

Main takeaway from today's workshop
(2/2)

0 1 4

share of APIs in the chat shows that

TP data has value for external users

very helpful and informative, esp. as

this was also offered as online event

very good overview

To be more often and shorter so to

be more efficient


